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Abstract 
In this paper we prove that the problem of deciding whether a deterministic rational relation 
is star-free is recursively solvable, although the same problem for any rational relation is un- 
decidable. We also prove that a rational relation is star-free if and only if it is aperiodic and 
deterministic. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known, by the Myhill and Kleene theorems, that regular languages ad- 
mit different equivalent definitions. They can be defined by means of the following 
equivalent formalisms: finite automata (non-deterministic, unambiguous, deterministic), 
regular expressions and congruences of finite index. Instead, if one considers subsets 
of the direct product of two free-monoids, then the previous formalisms give rise to 
different families of relations, that we now consider in decreasing order with respect 
to the inclusion relation. We recall rational relations, defined by means of regular 
expressions, generalized sequential machines and two-tape automata. Unambiguous ra- 
tional relations can be defined by unambiguous rational expressions or by unambiguous 
two-tape automata, while deterministic relations are defined by deterministic two-tape 
automata. Recognizable relations are subsets which are unions of classes of a congru- 
ence of finite index and star-free relations are those subsets obtained from finite subsets 
applying the operations of union, product and complementation. 
Many natural problems on rational relations are undecidable. For instance, the equiv- 
alence of rational relations and the problem of deciding whether a given rational re- 
lation is recognizable are both undecidable [l]. On the other hand, the equivalence 
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of unambiguous two-tape automata (and then of deterministic ones) is recursively 
solvable [7]. 
In our paper we give an algorithm to decide whether a given deterministic relation 
is star-free and also show that we cannot decide whether a rational relation is star-free. 
We recall that an extension of a Schiitzenberger theorem to traces [6], in the case 
of a direct product of free monoids, states that a relation is star-free if and only if it 
is aperiodic and recognizable. We generalise this result by proving that a relation is 
star-free if and only if it is aperiodic and deterministic. 
2. Background 
A monoid M is a set equipped with an associative binary operation, called product, 
and an identity element denoted by 1~. Let A be a set; we denote by A* the free 
monoid generated by A, that is the set of the finite sequences of elements of A, equipped 
with the concatenation of sequences. The identity of A* is simply denoted by 1, unless 
it gives rise to ambiguity. The elements of A* are called words. The reversal of a 
word w = xix2 . . .xn E A* is denoted by 6 and is defined by fi = x,x,-i . ..x&xi. 
A (formal) language over A is any subset of A*. Given two languages L and L’, if 
they coincide on all non-empty words then we write L =A L’. Let L GA*, x E A*, we 
set x\L = {y E A* ( xy E L} and L/x = {y E A* 1 yx E L}. Let us recall the definition 
of two fundamental families of subsets of a monoid A4 (cf. [I]): 
Definition 1. Let A4 be a monoid. A subset L of A4 is recognizable if there exist a finite 
monoid N, a morphism a from M into N and a subset P of N such that L = a-‘(P). 
The set of all recognizable subsets of M is denoted by Ret(M). The following 
theorem gives some closure properties of the family Rec(A4) (cf. [l]). 
Theorem 1. Let M be a monoid. Then Ret(M) is closed under union, intersection 
and complementation. 
Definition 2. Let M be a monoid. The family Rut(M) of rational subsets of M is the 
least family, 8 of subsets of M satisfying the following conditions: 
(1)0,m~%forallm~M; 
(2) ifR,S E % then RUS, RSE%; 
(3) ifR E 9 then R*E%. 
Generally, there is no relation between Ret(M) and Rat(M), but, if M is a finitely 
generated free monoid, then it holds: 
Theorem 2 (Kleene). Let M be a finitely generated free monoid. Then Ret(M) = 
Rat(M). 
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The following theorem describes the recognizable subsets of the direct product of 
two monoids (cf. [l]): 
Theorem 3 (Mezei). Let Ml,Mz be monoids and M = MI x M2. Then L E Rec(A4) ifs 
L is a finite union of sets of the form A x B with AE Rec(M, ) and BE Rec(M2). 
The following definitions (cf. [6]) generalize the notion of star-free and aperiodic 
language to the subsets of an arbitrary monoid M [3]. 
Definition 3. Let M be a monoid. The family SF(M) of star-free subsets of M is the 
least family 9 of subsets of M satisfying the following conditions: 
(l)&m~Fforallm~M; 
(2) B is closed under Boolean operations (union, intersection and complementation) 
and product. 
In other words, any subset X of M is said to be star-free if it can be obtained from 
finite subsets of M, by a finite number of Boolean operations and products. 
Definition 4. Let M be a monoid and X CM. X is called aperiodic if there exists an 
integer n > 0 such that for all x, y and z E M xy”z E X H xy”+‘z E X. 
The least integer n that satisfies the above condition is called the index ofX and we 
denote it by i(X). Moreover, we denote by AP(M) the family of periodic subsets of M. 
Given a monoid M and a set X c M, let us recall (cf. [3]) that the syntactic con- 
gruence of X, denoted by CX, is defined as follows: let u,v E M, UCXV if for any 
s, t EM, sut E X H svt E X. The quotient of M by the congruence C, is called the 
syntactic monoid of X and it is denoted by Synt(X). The following theorems hold 
(cf. [3, 131): 
Theorem 4. Let M be a monoid and X CM. Then X E Ret(M) ifs Synt(X) is jinite. 
Theorem 5. Let M be a jinitely generated free monoid. Then SF(M) C Ret(M). 
Theorem 6 (Schiitzenberger). Let M be a jinitely generated free monoid. Then 
SF(M) = AP(M) n Ret(M). 
The equality stated in the above theorem does not hold in an arbitrary monoid, but 
it holds in free partially commutative monoids (cf. [6]): 
Theorem 7. Let Z be a jinite alphabet, 0 C C x C be a symmetric and irrejlexive 
relation and let M(C,9) be the free partially commutative monoid generated by C 
and induced by 8. Then SF(M(C, e)) = AP(M(C, f3)) f~ Rec(M(C, f3)). 
We observe that also Theorem 5 holds in a free partially commutative monoid. 
It follows by the fact that, in any free partially commutative monoid M(C, O), finite 
subsets are recognizable and Rec(M(Z, 0)) is closed under product. 
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Now we recall the notion of rational and recognizable relation (cf. [l]). A relation 
can be considered as a subset of the Cartesian product of two sets, or as a mapping 
from the first set into the family of subsets of the second one. 
Definition 5. Let A and B be alphabets. A rational (resp. recognizable) relation over 
A and B is a rational (resp. recognizable) subset of the monoid A* xB*. 
The family Rec(A* x B*) of recognizable relations over A and B is described by 
Mezei’s theorem. Moreover, we have (cf. [l]): 
Theorem 8. IfX, Y E Rec(A* x B*) then XY, X U Y, X n Y, A* x B*\X E Rec(A* x 
B”). Moreover, Ret (A* x B*) c Rat(A* x B*). 
Remark 1. Note that the monoid A* x B*, where A and B are disjoint alphabets, is 
isomorphic to the free partially commutative monoid M(C, f3) where C = A U B and 
8 = {(a,b) ) a E A A b E B}. Therefore, the rational (resp. recognizable) relations 
over A and B can be identified with the rational (resp. recognizable) trace languages 
(subsets) of M(Z, 0). The same holds if A and B are not disjoint. In fact the A* xB* 
is isomorphic to A’* x B’*, where A’ and B’ are two disjoint copies of A and B, 
respectively. 
We recall the definition of 2-automaton and deterministic 2-automaton, following 
the exposition of [5]. Note that these definitions are respectively equivalent to the 
classical definition of non-deterministic generalized sequential machine (or transducer) 
and deterministic two-tape automaton that can be found in [ 111. 
Let M be a monoid. An automaton over M, L&’ = (Q, M, E, I, T), is a directed graph 
whose edges are labelled by elements of M; Q is the set of states, I C Q is the set 
of initial states, T C Q is the set of terminal states and EL Q x M x Q is the set of 
labelled edges. If (p, 112, q) E E, we also note p --% q. The automaton & is finite if 
the set of edges E is finite. A computation c in d is a finite sequence of labelled 
edges 
c = p(J 3 p1 a p2 . . . a pn. 
The label of c, denoted by [cl, is the element rnlrn2 . . . m, of M. The computation c is 
successful if po E I and p,, E T. The behavior of & is the subset Id] of M consisting 
of labels of successful computations of ~2. 
Let M be a monoid, then the following holds (cf. [4,5]): 
Theorem 9. A subset of M is rational if and only if it is the behavior of a finite 
automaton over M, the labels of its edges being taken in any set of generators of M. 
By the above theorem, a rational relation over A and B is the behavior of a (finite) 
automaton over A* x B*. The labels of its edges are pairs of words: such an automaton 
can be viewed as a finite automaton with two tapes (cf. [ll]) and it is called in [5] 
2-automaton. 
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Let us now recall the definition of a deterministic 2-automaton. Let & be an au- 
tomaton over A* x B*. It is always possible to suppose that the edges are labelled by 
elements of (A x 1) U (1 x B). Moreover, in order to make deterministic 2-automata 
powerful enough, on both tapes at the end of the input words there is an endmarker $ 
on which the automaton is allowed to make a transition. 
Definition 6. A 2-automaton d = (Q, ((& IJ S) x 1) U (1 x (B U $)),E, {i}, T) is said 
to be deterministic if the following conditions hold: 
(1) Q=QAUQB, QA~QB=~ and 
b E QA, (se, P> E E * e E (A U $1 x 1 
‘@EQB, (q,e,p)EE*eE 1 x(BU$) 
(2) there is only one initial state {i}; 
(3) .d is deterministic (in the usual meaning) over every tape. 
The relation recognized by A over A* xB* is equal to the set {(u, u) 1 (z&v%) E I&l}. 
Definition 7. A rational relation is said to be deterministic if it is recognized by 
a deterministic 2-automaton. 
Note that a 2-automaton needs not to be equivalent to a deterministic one. So, 
deterministic rational relations of A* x B*, denoted by DRat(A* x B*) form a proper 
subclass of Rat(A* x B*). Then the following holds (cf. [5]): 
Theorem 10. Let A, B be finite alphabet. Then Rec(A* x 3*) c DRat(A* x B*) c 
Rat(A* x B*). 
Let us now recall some other classical definitions (cf. [8]) concerning a context-free 
grammar (CFG) G and the language L(G) generated by G: 
Definition 8. A context free grammar G = (d, C,P, S) is termed to be ambiguous iff 
some word in L(G) has two derivation trees. Otherwise, G is termed unambiguous. 
The following theorem (cf. [12]) gives a useful decisional result concerning un- 
ambiguous grammars and recognizable sets. 
Theorem 11. Let G = (A, C, P, 5’) be an unambiguous grammar and let L E Rec(Z* ). 
Then it is decidable whether L = L(G) or not. 
Definition 9. A linear (context free) grammar is a CFG G = (A, Z,P,S) such that 
each rule is of the form A ---f uBv or A + w, where A, B E A and u, v, w E C*. 
Note that productions of the form A - 1 are called l-productions. Productions 
of the form A ---f B, whose right-hand side consists of a single variable B E A, are 
called unit-productions. All other productions, including those of the form A -+ a, with 
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a E Z and l-productions, are non-unit productions. A variable A E A is called nullable 
if A +* 1. 
The following definition of deterministic linear grammar is different from the classical 
one (cf. [8]) and it is given in [14]. 
Definition 10. Let G = (A, Z,P,S) be a linear CFG. Then G is deterministic iff when- 
ever a derivation S 2 xAy with x, y E Z* and A E A exists, then, setting GA = 
(A, C, P, A), one has L( GA ) =,J x\L( G)/y. 
In other words, G is deterministic iff whenever two derivations S +* xAy S +* xwy 
with x, y, w E Z*, w # 1 and z&! E A exist, then we have A +* w. We remark that 
a deterministic linear grammar G need not to be unambiguous. 
Lemma 1. Let G = (A,C,P,S) be an unambiguous. deterministic linear grammar. 
Then there exists an unambiguous deterministic linear grammar G”, without unit- 
productions and l-productions, such that L(G) =A L(G”). 
Proof. There exists a standard construction (cf. [9]) to eliminate the l-productions 
from the grammar G = (A, Z, P, S), constructing a grammar G’ = (A, C, P’, S) such 
that L(G) =A L( G’). The new set of productions P’ is obtained from P adding some 
new productions and then eliminating all l-productions in this way: 
(1) for any production of P of the form A + uBw, with A,B E A, u, w E C*, 
B nullable, include in P’ the production A + uw, 
(2) eliminate from P all l-productions. 
The grammar G’ so defined is clearly linear and without l-productions. It can be shown 
that G’ is unambiguous and that for any A E A, w E Z* 
A=$wMAA;wAw# 1. (1) 
In particular, L(G) =A L(G’). Moreover, G’ is deterministic. In fact, let us suppose 
that S J$ UAV, S J>,, uwv, w # 1. By construction of G’, one has S =?% uAv and 
S +> uwv. But G is deterministic and then we have A +G w. From 1 it follows that 
A =$, w and then G’ is deterministic. 
Now we can eliminate from P’ all the unit-productions. This is also a standard 
construction that can be found in [9]. Consider a new grammar G” = (A, Z, P”, S) 
where P” is a new set of productions constructed from P’ by first including all nonunit 
productions of P’. Then, suppose that A =+&, B for A, B in A. Add to P” all productions 
of the form A -+ a, a E (A U C)* where B + u is a nonunit production of P’. The 
grammar G” so defined is clearly still linear and with no l-productions. Moreover, it 
can be shown (cf. [9]) that G” is unambiguous and that for any JZJ E A, w E C* 
A =$, w H A =$,, w. 
The last condition implies L(G’) = L( G”). As it has been proved for G’, one can 
prove that also G” is deterministic and this concludes the proof. 0 
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There exists a close relationship between deterministic 2-automata and deterministic 
linear grammars as it is shown in the following theorem that is a slight modification 
of the “Transformation Theorem” in [ 141: 
Theorem 12. ZfL E DRat(A* x B*) then L’ = {xj E (AUB)* 1 (x, _y) E L} is generuted 
by an unambiguous deterministic linear grammar G. 
Proof. Let .JZI = (Q,(AU$)x l)U(l x(BU$)),E,{i},T) be a 2-automaton accepting L. 
Let C = A U B and consider two different copies Q’, Q” of Q. For any q E Q we denote 
by q’,q” the corresponding elements in Q’ and Q”. We construct a linear grammar 
G,d = (Q U Q’ U Q”, C, P, i) where 
u(p--tqbI(p,(l,b),q)~E, bEB} 
U{p+q’l(p,e,q)EE, e=($,l)I 
U {P --) q” I (P,e,q) E E, e = (LV} 
u{~‘--‘q’bl(p,(l,b),q)~E, bEB) 
U{p”--taq”l(p,(a,1),q)EE, aE-4 
U {P’ -+ 1 I (p,e,q) E 6 q E T e = (LrS)) 
Ub”-+ ll(p,e,q)EE, qE C e=@,l>). 
We observe that a derivation of G,d mimics a computation of d. The symbols 
of Q’ (resp. Q”) are used to remind that an endmarker has been read on the first 
tape (resp. second tape) and the automaton can only read on the second tape (resp. 
first tape). Then one proves that p1 +:, xy, if and only if there is a computation 
c = p1 -% p2 3 . . . L pn with ele2.. . e, = (x$, y$) and pn E T. Therefore we 
have L’ = L( Gd ). 
G.&f is clearly a linear grammar. Since d is deterministic, it cannot have two different 
computations on the same input, therefore Gd cannot have two derivations for the 
same word and it is unambiguous. Moreover if i +:,, xpy, with p E Q U Q’ U Q” 
and i +* G,d xwj, then, since d is deterministic, the latter derivation can be rewritten 
as i =+* Gd xpj J& xwy, i.e. p =S:,,, w and Gd is deterministic. 0 
Corollary 1. Zf L C_ A* x B* is accepted by a deterministic 2-automaton d, then there 
exists an unambiguous deterministic linear grammar G, without unit-productions and 
l-productions such that L’ =A L(G) where L’ = {xy E (AUB)* I (x, y) E L}. Moreover 
the grammar G has only productions of the kind A + aB, A + Ba, A + a, where 
A, B are variables and a is a terminal. 
Proof. The first part of the statement follows immediately from Lemma 1 and 
Theorem 12. Moreover, observe that the grammar G,d in the proof of Theorem 12 
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has only productions of the kind A + aB, A + Ba, A --+ a, A + B, A -+ 1, 
where A,B are variables and a is a terminal. Therefore, eliminating unit-productions 
and l-productions as in the proof of Lemma 1, the second part of the statement 
follows. 0 
3. Preliminary results 
In the previous section we associated with any deterministic relation L a formal 
language L’ accepted by a deterministic unambiguous linear grammar. Now we want 
to lead back the star-free problem for L to the same problem for L’. To this purpose 
we need some preliminary results. 
Lemma 2. Let A4 & A*B*. Then A4 E Rec(A U B)” H M = AlBl U AzB2.. . U AkBk, 
with Ai E Rec(A* ), Bi E Rec(B* ) fur i = 1,. . . , k. 
Proof. If M E Rec(A U B)* then, by Kleene’s theorem, A4 E Rat(A U B)*. Therefore L 
can be obtained applying to the elements of (A U B)* a finite number, suppose n, of 
operations of union, product and star. We shall prove the theorem by induction on n. 
If n = 0, then the result is trivially true. Suppose now n > 0. There are three different 
cases: 
(l)M=L1UL2, 
(2) M = LlL2, 
(3) A4 = LT, 
where Li E Rat(A U B)*, i = 1,2, are obtained applying to the elements of (A U B)* 
a number m, with m < n, of operations of union, product and star. 
Case 1: Since A4 CA*B*, then Li,Lz GA*B*, Ll,L2 E Rat(AU B)* and, moreover, 
they can be obtained applying to the elements of (A UB)* a number m of operations of 
union, product and star with m < n. Then, by induction, L1 = AlBl U A2B2 . . . U A$k, 
with Ai E Rec(A*), Bi E Rec(B*) for i = 1,. . .,k and L2 = A’,Bi U AiBi. .. U ALBA, 
with Ai E Rec(A*), Bi E Rec(B*) for i = 1,. . . , h. Therefore A4 = L1 U L2 = AlBl U 
A2B2...UA&UA;B; UA;B;-UALBJ,. 
Case 2: Since M 2 A*B*, then we have (a) L1 GA* and L2 C B* or (b) L1 & A*B* 
and LZ C B* or (c) Li CA* and L2 CA*B*. In Case (a), since L1 CA* and L1 E 
Rat(A U B)* = Rec(A U B)*, we have L1 E Rec(A* ); likewise L2 E Rec(B* ) and 
therefore, in this case, the lemma is true. In Case (b), by the inductive hypothesis, 
L1 = AIBl uA2B2... U AkBk with Ai E Rec(A*), Bi E Rec(B*) for i = 1,. . . , k. More- 
over, as before, L2 E Rec(B*) and L = LlL2 = A1B1L2 U A2B2L2.. . u AkBkL2 with 
Ai E Rec(A*), BiLzERec(B*) for i = l,... , k. Case (c) is analogous to Case (b). 
Case 3: Since A4 = LF and McA*B*, we have L1 CA* or L1 CB*. Then L1 E 
Rec(A*) or L1 ER~~(B*) and the statement is true. 
Conversely, suppose M = AlBl UA2B2 . . .LJAkBk with Ai ERec(A*), Bi ER@B*) for 
i=l , . . . , k. Since Rec(A* ) C Rec(A U B)* and Rec(B* ) C Rec(A U B)*, we have 
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Aj, Bi E Rec(A U B)*. But Rec(A U II)* is closed under product and union, therefore 
AiBi E Rec(A U B)*, for i = 1,. . . , k, and M = @=, A,Bi E Rec(A U B)*. 0 
Proposition 1. Let L&A*B* andL’= {x~)xy~L,x~A*,y~l?*}. Then LERec(AU 
B)* iJ’ and only ij” L’ E Rec(A U B)*. 
Proof. Note that L C A*B* implies L’ C A*B*. Now suppose L E Rec(A U B)*. Since 
L CA*B*, by Lemma 2 we have L = AIBl U A~Bz.. U AkBk with Ai E Rec(A*), B, E 
Rec(B* ) for i = 1,. . . , k. Since Bi E Rec(B* ), we have B, E Rec(B* ). Therefore, by the 
definition of L’, it holds L’ = Albl U A&. . . U AkBk with A; E Rec(A*)& E Rec(B*) 
for i =I 1,. . , k. Since Rec(A U B)* is closed under union and product, it follows L’ E 
Rec(A U B)*. The converse can likewise be proved, observing that Pi = Bi. zl 
FromnowonletLCA*xB*,~={xyI(x,y)EL} andL’={xjI(x,y)EL}. 
Corollary 2. LER~~(A* x B*) ifund o&y if ,?gRec(A U B)*. 
Proof. If L E Rec(A* x B*), by Mezei’s theorem, L = (Al x BI) U . (A,, x B,), 
with Ai E Rec(A*), Bi E Rec(B*) for i = 1,. . ,n. Then it is easy to show that L = 
AlBl IJ . . . U A,B,. Therefore, since Rec(A U B)* is closed under union and product, 
one has 1 = AlBl U . U A,B, E Rec(A U B)*. Conversely, suppose L E Rec(A U B)‘. 
Since L C A*B* and Lemma 2 holds, then L = Al B1 U . . U A,B, with A, E Rec(A*), 
BiERec(B*) for i = I,..., n. Then L = (Al x B,)U.. . (An x B,) and, again by Mezei’s 
theorem, LeRec(A* x B*). 0 
Corollary 3. L E Rec(A* x B*) if and only if L’ E Rec(A U B)* 
Proof. It directly follows by Corollary 2 and Proposition 1. q 
The following proposition characterizes the aperiodic subsets of (A* x B*) in terms 
of aperiodic subsets of (A U B)“. 
Proposition 2. L E AP(A* x B*) if and only if L’ E AP(A U B)*. 
Proof. Suppose L E AP(A* x B*). Then there exists an n t N such that for any 
(~,Y),(~,,Y,),(x~,Y~)EA* x B* 
We shall see that, for the same n, it holds 
‘v”/~,~,wE(A U B)* ,bv”p~L’ H b”+‘p~L’. 
We can suppose n >2. Note that if /Iw”p E L’, then w E A* or w E B* and this 
comes from L’ CA*B*. We can suppose, without loss of generality, that w EA*. Then 
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~w”,u EA*B* and we can write ;1w”p = xy, with x = Aw”pr E A*, y = p2 E B*, ,u = 
~1~2, ~1 E A*, ,u2 EB*. We have 
Aw”pt/.~ EL’ H (Aw”pt,j12)~L (by the definition of L’) 
eJ (Ai&)(W, l)“(Pl, 1)EL 
* (A,j12)(w, l)“+‘(pt, 1) E L (since n = i(L)) 
H (nw”+‘jQ,)EL 
ti lwn+l /4/Q = Awn+’ ,U EL’ (by the definition of L’). 
Therefore L’ E AP(A U B)*. 
Conversely, suppose L’ E AP(A U B)* and let n = i(L’). Then for any (x, y), 
(-wy1),(~2,~2KA* x B* 
(m,yl)(4Y)n(X2,y2) = (X1X’ZX2,y1ynY2)E~ 
H XlX”X272jnjl EL’ (by the definition of L’) 
ej Xtx”+l X2F2Yjl EL’ (since L’ EAP(A U B)* and II = i(L’)) 
H x1xn+lx2j2j7+l y1 EL’ (since L’ EAP(A U B)* and iz = i(L’)) 
@ (wn+‘x2, Yl Y”+l y2) 
= (xl, yt )(x, y)“+‘(x~, ~2) EL (by the definition of L’). 0 
Corollary 4. L E SF(A* x B*) if and only if L’ E SF(A U B)*. 
Proof. By Corollary 3 and Proposition 2, we have that L E Rec(A* x B* ) n AP(A* x B* ) 
iff L’ E Rec(A U B)* n AP(A U B)*. Then the statement follows by Schiitzenberger’s 
theorem, Theorem 7 and Remark 1. 0 
Definition 11. Let G = (A, C, P, S) be a CFG and let L(G) be the language generated 
by G. We say that G satisfies the property P if the following condition holds: 
if there exist Ai E A and ui,zi,xi, yi, UE Z* for i = 1,. . . , Y, such that in G we have 
S +* ulAlz1, 
A, +* v, 
Ai a* XiAiyi for i = 1,. . . , r, 
Ai +* Ui+lAi+lZi+l for i = 1,. . . ,Y - 1, 
then 
utx;‘u2x~ . . . urx;vy~zr.. . yr’zl E L(G) for any choice of Izi, mi with vi = 0, mi = 1 
or ni = 1, IrZi = 0 for i = I,, . . , I”. 
Theorem 13. Let G = (A, Z, P,S) be a deterministic linear CFG such that L(G) E 
AP(C*). Then G satisfies the property P. 
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In order to prove this theorem, we need the following: 
Lemma 3. Let G = (A,C,P,S) be a deterministic linear CFG such that L(G) E 
AP(C* ). If there exists A E A such that 
(i) S +* uAz, 
(ii) A =%* xAy, 
(iii) A =s-* v, 
then 
A +* xv and A +* vy. 
Proof. Let us prove first that A +* xv. Suppose xv # 1. Trivially for any i 3 0 
5’ ** ux’vy’z (2) 
and 
S +* ux’dy’z. (3) 
By hypothesis L(G) E AP(C* ). Let n = i(L(G)). By the definition of index and by (2) 
for i := II, we have 
~x’+‘vy~z E L(G) 
and then 
s ** uxn+’ vynz = u.Xnxvynz. (4) 
For i = n, by (3), we can write 
S =+* ux”Ay”z. (5) 
Since G is deterministic and xv # 1, from (4) and (5), we have 
A ** xv. 
If xv = 1 then v = 1. Therefore, from (iii) we have A J* 1 = xv and this concludes 
the proof for A +* xv. Likewise, it can be shown that A +* vy. 0 
Now we can prove Theorem 13. 
Proof. For sake of simplicity suppose r = 2 in Definition 11 (but the theorem can be 
easily proved also for r > 2). Moreover, we can suppose without loss of generality 
that, in Definition 11, n1 = 0, ml = 1 and n2 = 1, m2 = 0. So we have to show that if 
S +* u,A,z,, (6) 
Al ** XIAIYI, (7) 
A2 =+* x2A2~2, (8) 
Al ** ~2A2~2, (9) 
A2 +* v, (10) 
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then 
From (6), (7) and (9), one has 
s ** urxrU2A2Z2y*Z~. (11) 
Since (ll), (8) and (10) hold, by Lemma 3 (putting A = AZ, u = urxru2, z = 
z2y1z1, x =x2, y = y2) we have 
A2 +* x20. 
Now by (9) and (12) we can write 
A, +* u2x2vz2. 
(12) 
(13) 
Again, since (6), (7) and (13) hold, by Lemma 3 (putting A = Al, u = ul, z = 
Zl, x =x1, y = y1, v = ~2x2~~2) we have 
Al +* U~X~VZ~~I. (14) 
Finally, combining (6) and (14), we have 
s +* ~1~2X2~Z2YlZ1, 
i.e. uru2x~vz2ytzt EL(G). 0 
We shall use a result of Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg (cf. [2, Theorem 2.11) which 
states: if G is a context-free grammar such that any ‘strong iterative pair” of L(G) is 
“very degenerate”, then L(G) is regular. Moreover, although not explicitely stated in 
[2], there exists a computable upper bound k(G) to the number of states of the minimal 
automaton of L(G) (cf. [2, Lemma 2.11). Actually, this theorem still holds under the 
assumption that G satisfies the property P. So we can reformulate the Ehrenfeucht and 
Rozenberg’s theorem: 
Theorem 14. Let G = (A, Z, P,S) be a CFG in Chomsky normal form such that G 
satisfies property P. Then L(G) is regular and the minimal automaton that recognizes 
L(G) has at most k(G) states, where k(G) is a positive integer, depending on G, that 
can be effectively computed. 
Proof. Theorem 2.1 of [2] states that L(G) is regular if any “strong iterative pair” of 
L(G) is “very degenerate”. The proof of this theorem is based only on the validity of 
Lemmas 1.2 and 2.1 of [2]; moreover, Lemma 1.2 implies Lemma 2.1. On the other 
hand, Lemma 1.2 of [2] states that a grammar (in Chomsky normal form), whose 
“strong iterative pairs” are “very degenerate”, satisfies property P. Therefore following 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [2], assuming only that G satisfies P, one derives that 
L(G) is regular, and a computable upper bound k(G) to the number of states of the 
minimal automaton of L(G) can be given. •i 
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In the previous theorem the hypothesis that G is in Chomsky normal form can be 
weakened allowing productions of the kind A -t aB or A + Ba, with A, B E A, a E C. 
Then the following holds: 
Theorem 15. Let G = (A, C, P,S) be a linear context-free grammar having only 
productions of the kind A + aB, A 4 Ba and A + a, with A,BE A, a EC. Suppose 
that G satis$es property P. Then L(G) is regular and the minimal automaton that 
recognizes L(G) has at most k(G) states, where k(G) is a positive integer, depending 
on G, that can be eflectively computed. 
Proof. From G one derives an equivalent grammar G’ in Chomsky normal form ob- 
tained substituting a production of the kind A --) aB (resp. A + Ba) by the production 
A + A,B (resp. A --+ BA,), and adding the productions A, + a, where, for any 
a E C3 A, is a new variable. Since G satisfies P, then also G’ satisfies P. In fact if 
A =$, uAv, with u,v~A*, then A is a variable of G and A =+% UAV. The statement 
follows applying Theorem 14 to the grammar G’. 0 
Corollary 5. Let G = (A, C, P, S) be a deterministic linear CFG, having only produc- 
tions of the kind A + aB, A ---f Ba and A + a, with A,BE A, a E C. If L(G)eAP(C*), 
then L(G) is regular and the minimal automaton that recognizes L(G) has at most 
k(G) states, where k(G) is the same as in Theorem 15. 
Proof. This follows easily from Theorems 13 and 15. U 
4. Main results 
In this section we prove our principal results. The proof of the following theorem 
is based on some results shown in [l]: 
Theorem 16. Let A,B be alphabets with at least two letters. It is undecidable to 
determine for any LER~~(A* x B*) whether LESF(A* x B*). 
Proof. Let us assume that A contains exactly two letters and suppose A = {x, y}. 
Consider any two sequences of words of B*uI,u~, . , up and ~1, ~2,. . , up. Define 
fJ = ~(~Y,u~),...,(xY~,u~)~ 
and 
v = {<XV, fJ1 1, . . ., (XYP, up>>. 
Then U+, V+ are rational relations and ?? = A* xB*\U+, 7 = A* xB*\V+ are rational 
relations too (see [l, Lemma 8.3, p. 891). Let L = ??UF. Clearly L E Rat(A* x B*). 
Moreover, since SF(A* x B*) is closed under complementation, L E SF(A* x B*) 
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iff A* x B*\L E SF(A* x B*). But A* x B*\L = Ui n V+ and then, to decide 
whether L ESF(A* x B*), it suffices to decide whether U+ n Vf ESF(A* x B*). Note 
that U+ n V+ E SF(A* x B* ) iff U+ n V+ = 8. In fact, if U+ n V+ = 0, then trivially 
U+ fY V+ E SF(A* x B*). Conversely, if U+ fl Vf E SF(A* x B*), then, by Theorem 7, 
U+ n V+ E AP(A* x B*). Next, assume n = i( Uf n V+) and (u, u) E Uf n V+. Then 
(u”,u”) E U+ n V+. So we have (u”, v”) = (u, l)“(l, u”) E U+ n Vf and this implies 
(U, l)“+‘(l,V)” = (24”f’ ,v”) E U+ rl V+. But this is not possible, by the definition 
of U and V and thus U+ 0 V+ = 8. Since it is undecidable to determine whether 
U+ n V+ = 8 (see [l, Theorem 8.4(i), p. 90]), it is undecidable to determine whether 
LESF(A* x B*). 0 
Theorem 17. Let L EDRat(A* x B*). Zf L EAP(A* x B*) then L ESF(A* x B*). 
Proof. Since L E AP(A* x B*), then by Proposition 2, L’ E AP(A U B)*. Moreover, 
by Corollary 1, L E DRat(A* x B* ) implies that there exists an unambiguous determinis- 
tic linear grammar G, without unit-productions and l-productions such that L’ =A L(G) 
and the productions of G are of the kind A -+ aB, A + Ba, A --t a, where A, B are 
variables and a is a terminal. Then, by Theorem 13, G satisfies property P and then, 
by Theorem 15, L’ E Rec(A U B)*. But L’ E Rec(A U B)* and L’ E AP(A U B)* imply, by 
Schtitzenberger’s theorem, that L’ E SF(A U B)*. By Corollary 4, L E SF(A* x B* ). 0 
Now we can give an algorithm to decide whether a deterministic rational relation L is 
star-free or not. Let then L E DRat(A* x B*). Note that, by Corollary 4, L E SF(A* x B”) 
if and only if L’ E SF(AUB)* and therefore it suffices to decide whether L’ E SF(AUB)* 
or not. By Corollary 1, there exists an unambiguous deterministic linear grammar G, 
without unit-productions and l-productions, such that L’ =A L(G). Let us suppose 
that L’ ESF(A U B)*; then, by Theorem 5, L’ ER~~(A U B)* and, by Schiitzenberger’s 
theorem, L’ E AP(A U B)*. So G satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 5 and then we can 
compute an upper bound k = k(G) to the number of states of the minimal automaton 
that recognizes L’. Then we can enumerate the automata &I,. . . , dnr having a number 
of states less than or equal to k: now, for any &‘i, i = 1, . . . , nk, by Theorem 11, we can 
decide whether I&i] = L’ =A L(G) or not. If for any i = 1,. . . , nk we have ldi 1 # L’, 
then we can state that L’ @’ SF(A U B)* and therefore L $ SF(A* x B*). Conversely, if 
there exists n E { 1,. . . , nk} such that (dn ( = L’ then we have L’ E Rec(AUB)*; therefore 
Synt(L’) is a finite monoid and then it is easy to test whether L’ EAP(A UB)*, simply 
verifying whether Synt(L’) is an aperiodic monoid (i.e. for some n > 1 the identity 
x” = x”+’ holds in Synt(L’)). So we can decide whether L’ ESF(A U B)* or not and 
this concludes the procedure. 
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